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How to create the Observed Financial Wellbeing Scale 
 

This document provides general guidelines on interpreting the pseudo code for calculating the Observed Financial 
Wellbeing scores, as well as schemas for data sources referenced. 

The Financial Wellbeing Scales are the result of collaboration between the Melbourne Institute: Applied Economic & 
Social Research at The University of Melbourne and the Commonwealth Bank of Australia. Both organisations have 
made the specifications of the Scales available for use by others to improve understanding and measurement of 
financial wellbeing.  

If you use or reference the Scales, we ask that you refer to them as the “Melbourne Institute Financial Wellbeing 
Scales” or “MI Financial Wellbeing Scales” and cite the initial report (e.g., cite Comerton-Forde et al., 2018) with each 
use. If you use the methodology in a different scale or modify it, we ask that you give your other / modified scale a 
different name. If you would like to apply to join our Financial Wellbeing Community of Practice to gain and share 
insights on using the Scales, to connect with a non-competing organisation that is using the Scales or to share your 
use of the Scales in the interest of research and education, please email Melb-Inst@unimelb.edu.au with your 
organisation’s name and your contact details so we can get in touch with you.  

By downloading these Scales, you agree that you will only use them for your organisation’s internal, non-commercial 
purposes (e.g., to monitor the FWB of your customers). If you want to use the Scales to create a commercial product 
or service for individuals, industry clients and/or practitioners (e.g., to provide individual FWB assessments as part of 
a bundled service, or to create an FWB score or index to sell to the financial services industry), then please contact us 
to discuss licensing options. 

Neither the Commonwealth Bank of Australia nor the Melbourne Institute shall be liable for any errors or omissions, 
or for any misinterpretation or misuse of the Financial Wellbeing Scales, including the Observed Financial Wellbeing 
Scale and the Reported Financial Wellbeing Scale, and the methodology. All information is provided “as is”, without 
any warranties (express or implied) as to completeness, accuracy or currency and does not constitute financial advice. 

Code structure 

Feature creation 

The feature creation tables are written in pseudo-SQL. Tables and columns have been given generally interpretable 
names and schemas for the input tables are included below. It is recommended to read the dependencies and 
outputs of each feature creation script first, as some components might be easily replaced (depending on the data 
structure at the institution). We create the features in three major steps, outlined below. 

1. Reference data initialisation: 
o Base tables: Produce population tables for customers and accounts. This includes customer and 

account base tables, which are used to join to other tables as a convenient filter, as well as 
customer to account linking tables and daily versions of these. 

2. Customer data collection: 
o Balances: For each customer and date combination, measure their gross balances across all 

personal products. 
 We measure three kinds of balances: A cash balance, for products which can be 

withdrawn as cash without friction or fees; a savings balance, which includes all cash 
balances along with other savings accounts (such as term deposits), and available credit, 
which measures the total non-cash available balance (such as remaining limits on credit 
cards, remaining overdraft facility limits or loan redraws). 
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 Note that we aggregate the cash balance on accounts separately, so if a customer has a 
$1000 savings balance and a -$500 (owing) balance in another account, we still measure 
their cash balance as $1000. 

 When calculating available credit, it might be necessary to subtract partial usage of the 
available credit. In the CBA universe, credit cards are recorded with the remaining 
available credit directly, so a card with a $5000 credit limit and a $2000 owing balance has 
a $3000 available credit balance. However, in the CBA universe overdraft limits are 
recorded as a total, so any owing balance has to be removed to measure the actual 
available balance. 

o Cash flows: Cash flows are the total inflow and outflow from a customer’s accounts. 
 It includes all transactions that have a material impact on a customer’s balances, including 

transfers, direct debits, BPAY, fees, interest (credit & debit), income, etc. 
 It does not include transfers between two accounts both owned by a customer, and it 

does not include repayments to credit cards owned by a customer. Instead, we measure 
spend on credit cards from the day of purchase, rather than the day of repayment. This 
actually makes the calculation more complex (we have to adjust for multiple source 
systems), but avoids perverse outcomes that can encourage spending on credit to delay 
expenses temporarily. 

o Payment problems: Payment problems is an umbrella term for several negative outcomes, 
including dishonours, card declines, credit card late  and over-limit fees, payday loan repayments, 
and arrears. We collect a customer-level history of all payment problems incurred by a customer 
prior to combining them meaningfully. The exact definition of payment problems is below. 

3. Feature combination and scoring: 
o Spend versus balance features: Here we combine the cash flows and balance data to produce the 

low-savings-balance feature, the cover-month-expenses feature, the median-savings-balance 
feature, and the net-spend feature. 

o Payment problems feature: Here we convert the customer-level problem history into a single 
aggregate score for each customer. 

Savings age-norming 

The age norming process is documented via a minimal R-script. Currently, it generates its own data and performs the 
norming on this – hopefully it is an easy process to substitute your own data in place. We use a median regression 
with quadratic spline predictors, using knots at the 3 quartile breaks in the age range. We do this because the final 
result is low in parameters (making it easy to understand & share results) and it varies smoothly with age. We found 
that the model tended to perform better when we used a median regression, due to the large tails on observed data. 
We augmented our own analysis with some residual investigation to confirm that the data was homoscedastic across 
ages. See section below for detailed instructions. 

Scale fitting 

The scale fitting process is written in actual R-code. It relies heavily on CRAN packages psych and ltm. In addition, the 
work is largely completed in RMarkdown, to produce reasonable quality documentation as part of the scale fitting 
process. We have included a script that generates its own random IRT-like data and fits a model directly to that. The 
generative model is actually quite poor and the resulting model usually performs poorly, but the framework is still 
ideal for understanding the process. 
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Reference data 

Tables 

Naturally, most of the pseudo-SQL (particularly the scripts from the customer data collection steps) requires data 
from a range of sources. We document each of the input tables with an explanation and a potential schema to explain 
their function. 

customer_month_MFI 

This table is a monthly snap of whether a customer is considered MFI (main financial institution) from the previous 
12 months. It should contain the following columns: 

• customer_id 
• month_d: first day of month date. 
• customer_main_financial_institute_flag: TRUE if customer was MFI over the last 12 months, FALSE 

otherwise. 

customer_account_links 

It should contain the following columns: 

• customer_id 
• account_id 
• customer_account_link_type: a code to indicate what kind of link is present. Some examples include 

‘primary account owner’, ‘secondary card holder’, ‘authorised operator’. 
• effective_d: date from which the given customer / account / link type combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given customer / account / link type combination is valid to (inclusive). 

calendar 

A basic system table containing a single row for every day in the calendar. Used to make daily snap tables for some 
reference data. It should contain the following columns: 

• event_d: a date. One row for every day over the previous year (longer time periods fine). 

account_product_type 

A table to join customers to accounts for which they have a connection. Note that not all connections are valid for 
this analysis, so we will have to filter some of the rows out. It should contain the following columns: 

• account_id 
• product_type: a code to indicate what product the account is. Some examples (from the CBA universe) are 

‘GoalSaver account’, ‘platinum rewards credit card’, and ‘mortgage interest offset account’. 
• business_product_flag: TRUE if the product is a business product, FALSE otherwise. 
• effective_d: date from which the account / product link is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given account / product combination is valid to (inclusive). 
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account_balance 

A table with the spot balances of customers. Spot balances are the cash balances for cash holding products. Balances 
should be positive for savings and negative for owing balances (from the customer’s perspective). We are only 
interested in the credit balance of these accounts. It should contain the following columns: 

• account_id 
• spot_balance: the given balance. Positive for savings, negative for owing balance (from the customer 

perspective). 
• effective_d: date from which the account / balance combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given account / balance combination is valid to (inclusive). 

account_limits 

A table with various limits applied to accounts. Limits typically include overdraft facilities, although might also include 
temporary overdrawing limits. We are not interested in all limit types, so consult the reference data below. It should 
contain the following columns: 

• available_limit_amount: total remaining limit. See the above note about partially used limits. 
• limit_type: a code to indicate what sort of limit is listed. Some examples (from the CBA universe) are 

‘overdraft’ and ‘temporary limit’. 
• effective_d: date from which the account / limit amount / limit type combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given account / limit amount / limit type combination is valid to (inclusive). 

account_redraw 

A table with the total redraw available on an account. Redraws are applied to loan products that allow a customer 
to make additional repayments to their loan and have the excess put into the redraw facility. We consider this a type 
of saving (as the money is available), but not a form of liquid cash (since it does incur a fee and has friction associated 
to the process). 

It should contain the following columns: 

• account_id 
• available_redraw_amount: total redraw available. 
• effective_d: date from which the account / redraw amount combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given account / redraw amount combination is valid to (inclusive). 

transactions 

A table with all transactions on accounts. Every transaction should have a unique row, even different transaction legs 
from the same group of transactions. For example, when transferring money from a transaction account to a savings 
account, a credit transaction and a debit transaction are produced, both with unique transaction_ids. Note that we 
filter out a small number of transactions from this table. Also, check the outputs of the cash flows script: if you have 
access to convenient customer inflow/outflow measurements at a daily level, this table can be replaced with simpler 
logic. It should contain the following columns: 

• account_id 
• transaction_id: a unique ID for every transaction. 
• transaction_date_d: date of the transaction. We have used the valuation date (when the funds are removed 

from the account). 
• transaction_amount_a: amount of transaction. Positive for debits (spend) and negative for credits (income), 

from the customer’s perspective. 
• transaction_description_s: the annotation or description of the transaction. This is used to confirm that 

debits made by direct debtors are on behalf the direct debits themselves, so this column is only required 
for direct debit transactions (or, for potential payday lender repayment transactions). 
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• transaction_type: a code to indicate what type of transaction is considered. Examples include ‘BPAY’, ‘direct 
debit’, ‘payroll income’, ‘home loan redraw’, ‘credit transfer’, and ‘credit card repayment’. 

receipts 

A table linking unique transaction_id values to (not necessarily unique) receipt_id values. A receipt is the link 
between different transaction legs in a group of transactions. For example, when transferring money from a 
transaction account to a savings account, a credit transaction and a debit transaction are produced, both with unique 
transaction_ids but with a shared receipt_id. See the FAQ section why we use this table and not a more basic 
approach to measuring cash flows. Also, check the outputs of the cash flows script. If you have access to convenient 
customer inflow/outflow measurements at a daily level, this table can be replaced with simpler logic. It should 
contain the following columns: 

• transaction_id: a unique ID for every transaction. 
• receipt_id: the shared ID for transaction legs from the same set of transactions. Most receipts have two legs 

(a credit leg and a debit leg), although more complex transactions exist using multiple legs (many-to-many 
credits and debits). 

account_arrears 

A table containing all accounts currently in arrears, across all product types. CBA has a very complex definition of 
arrears that varies from product to product. Producing this table may involve significant data manipulation. Our 
definitions are as follows: 

• For credit cards, the minimum repayment is not made by 5 days after the due date. 
• For loan products, a repayment instalment was not made by the due date. 
• For deposit & transaction products, the balance has fallen below all permanent limits applied to the product 

for more than 5 consecutive days. 

It should contain the following columns: 

• account_id 
• arrears_flag: TRUE if the account is currently in arrears and FALSE otherwise. 
• effective_d: date from which the account / arrears combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given account / arrears combination is valid to (inclusive). 

account_authorisations 

A table containing card authorisations. Card authorisations includes all taps, pay waves, online purchases, etc. 
However, we are only interested in a subset of these: the authorisation attempts that were declined due to 
insufficient funds (or a related root cause), which means we exclude the majority of declined authorisations (declines 
are more often caused by wrong PIN, connection errors, etc.). 

It should contain the following columns: 

• account_id 
• authorisation_type: a code indicating the reason the authorisation was accepted or declined. 
• authorisation_date_d: the date of the attempted authorisation. 

transaction_direct_debits 

A table with additional direct debit information for direct debit transactions. In particular, it links transaction_id 
values to merchant_id values for direct debit transactions. In Australia, the merchant_ID takes the form of an APCA 
ID (Australian Payments Clearing Association ID). The APCA ID is required to identify the payday lender merchants, 
although some IDs are associated to multiple third parties, so further information is required. 
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It should contain the following columns: 

• transaction_id 
• merchant_id: the ID associated to the direct debtor of the transaction. 

direct_debit_payday_merchants 

This is a manually constructed reference table. It contains merchant_id values associated to payday lenders and 
some augmenting information. However, some merchants bill on behalf of multiple third parties (this is a relatively 
common service provided by some merchants). To avoid including these spurious direct debits, we add a 
requirement that the merchant_id is either associated to one actual biller (a payday lender), or that the transaction 
description matches the one used by the payday lender. (Merchants billing on behalf of multiple third parties 
typically alter the transaction description to match the relevant third party.) 

It should contain the following columns: 

• merchant_id 
• bills_on_behalf_of_others_flag: TRUE if the merchant_id is association to multiple actual billers. 
• merchant_description_s: the transaction description the merchant uses for bills from the payday lender. 
• effective_d: date from which the merchant / augmenting information combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given merchant / augmenting information combination is valid to (inclusive). 

customer_information 

This is a reference table containing the age of customers. The age is required to norm the median savings balance 
appropriately. It should contain the following columns: 

• customer_id 
• customer_age_n: the age of the customer, in years. 
• effective_d: date from which the customer / age combination is valid from (inclusive). 
• expiry_d: date the given customer / age combination is valid to (inclusive). 

saving_thresholds 

This is a manually created reference table. It is produced by the supporting scripts. It contains one row per age and 
four thresholds for each age (hence, it should have ~ 63 rows and 5 columns). It should contain the following columns: 

• customer_age_n: the age the norming thresholds are valid for. 
• savings_threshold_1_a: savings thresholds 1. 
• savings_threshold_2_a: savings thresholds 2. 
• savings_threshold_3_a: savings thresholds 3. 
• savings_threshold_4_a: savings thresholds 4. 

Variables 

Each of these is either a single value or a list containing some reference data. We provide an explanation of each. 

• PERIOD_EFFECTIVE_D: the starting date for which the observations take place (inclusive). 
• PERIOD_EXPIRY_D: the ending date for which the observations take place (inclusive). 
• VALID_CUSTOMER_ACCOUNT_LINK_TYPES_S: a list of valid customer to account link types. We include all 

accounts which a customer owns, which includes ‘sole ownership’, ‘joint ownership’ and ‘primary 
cardholder’ for example, but excludes ‘secondary cardholder’ and ‘authorised operator’ link types. This is 
because we only wish to include balances, transactions, and other information for which a customer is 
actually the owner, not merely has access. 
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• VALID_BALANCE_TYPES: These are the balances types for which we collect spot balances. This includes 
transaction accounts, savings accounts, mortgage interest offset accounts, and term deposits, for example. 
It should also include credit cards with an overpaid status that hold positive balance rather than owing 
balance (although for almost all customers, this will not be applicable). 

• VALID_LIMIT_TYPES: a list of valid account limit types to include. We include any limit which a customer 
could access funds from, including remaining credit card limit and remaining overdraft limit. It does not 
include temporary limits and limits introduced to allow direct debits from energy provider merchants. 

• VALID_REDRAW_TYPES: a list of redraws included in the total redraw balance. We do not place any 
restrictions on allowable redraws. 

• TRANSACTION_PRODUCT_TYPES: a list of transactional product types. Some features are calculated pro-
rata over the period for which a customer owns a transaction product (this may not be necessary depending 
on how you define MFI customers). Hence, we use this to flag whether a customer has a transactional 
product on a given day. This includes transaction accounts, mortgage interest offset accounts (providing 
they can be used transactionally), and savings accounts. 

• CASH_PRODUCT_TYPES: a list of products with cash balances. This includes most products, such as all 
TRANSACTION_PRODUCT_TYPES, plus credit cards and loan products. For credit products, we are only 
interested in overpaid balances that are then considered to be cash, rather than owing balances. 

• SAVING_PRODUCT_TYPES: a list of products that can hold savings. This includes most products, such as all 
CASH_PRODUCT_TYPES, with the addition of term deposits and other investment products. However, it 
does not include money stored in shares (these are considered assets rather than savings balances). 

• CREDIT_PRODUCT_TYPES: a list of products that can capture available credit. This includes loan products, 
lines of credit, credit cards, and products with overdraft facilities. When looking at these, we only capture 
the remaining available credit. This means redraw balances for loans, unused credit for cards and lines of 
credit, and the total overdraft limit minus any partial usage for transaction products with overdrafts. 

• EXCLUDED_RECEIPTS: a list of receipt types we exclude from the cash flows calculation. The only excluded 
receipt in the CBA context is a loan redraw or drawdown. We exclude this to avoid counting any such 
transaction as income (when, in fact, it is a draw down on redraw balance.) 

• DECLINE_AUTHORISATION_TYPES: a list of authorisation types included for payment problems. In the CBA 
context, this is card declines caused by insufficient funds or not having an overdraft facility. 

• DISHONOUR_TRANSACTION_TYPES: a list of transaction types counted as dishonours. A dishonour is any 
negative outcome in which a customer was unable to meet their financial obligations. It does not include 
dishonours caused by unrelated problems (for example, returned direct debits caused by merchant error 
are excluded). We include overdrawing approval fees, unpaid payment fees (for lack of funds to pay account 
fees), authorised payment dishonours (for direct debits with insufficient funds), and cheque dishonours. 

• DIRECT_DEBIT_TRANSACTION_TYPES: a list of transaction types indicating direct debits. 

Age standardisation of median savings balance 

2019-07-03 

This section tests the median savings balance normalisation process for the CBA-MI Observed Financial Wellbeing 
Scale, Version 2. 

Initialisation 

We first set up the workspace. 

#' basic section for libraries, working directories, etc 

 

library(pacman) 

pacman::p_load("tidyverse", "magrittr", "quantreg", "splines") 
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# age knots should be at quartile ranges of range 

# AGE_KNOTS_A <- age_min_n + c(0.25, 0.50, 0.75) * (age_max_n - age_min_n) 

AGE_KNOTS_A <- c(33.5, 49, 64.5) 

 

# these are the thresholds we use to break the residuals into 5 buckets 

SAVINGS_RESIDUAL_BREAKS_A <- c(-Inf, -2.5, -1, 1, 2.5, Inf) 

 

# make ggplot theme more interpretable 

theme_set(theme_minimal() %+replace% theme(panel.grid=element_blank())) 

 

# import data sets 

# customer_balances_df <- <data import step> 

 

# for this document, create a dummy data set 

if (!exists("customer_balances_df")) { 

  temp_spline_function_f <- function(.x) { 

    0.7 + 

      0.5*.x - 

      rnorm(length(.x), 0.01, 0.001)*.x^2 + 

      rnorm(length(.x), 0.01, 0.001)*pmax(0, .x-33.5)^2 + 

      rnorm(length(.x), 0.002, 0.0001)*pmax(0, .x-49)^2 - 

      rnorm(length(.x), 0.005, 0.0001)*pmax(0, .x-64.5)^2 

  } 

  customer_balances_df <- tibble(customer_id=seq_len(1e5L)) %>% 

    mutate( 

      customer_age_n=sample(seq(18, 80), nrow(.), replace=TRUE), 

      median_saving_balance_a = exp( 

        temp_spline_function_f(customer_age_n) + rnorm(nrow(.), sd=2) 

      ) 

    ) 

} 

 

# check knots are in the correct place (interquartile ranges) 

expected_knots <- with( 

  customer_balances_df,  
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  seq(min(customer_age_n), max(customer_age_n), length.out=5)[2:4] 

) 

if (!all(AGE_KNOTS_A==expected_knots)) { 

  stop ("age range does not match expectations--investigate") 

} 

In this block, we define some helper spline regression functions. This way we can fit splines with more familiar terms 
(instead of the obscure bs() B-spline). 

# convert single numeric column to matrix of spline basis columns 

make_spline_features_f <- function(data, inpt_name_c, knots_a, degree_n=2, inpt_rename_c=NULL) { 

  # check inputs briefly 

  if (! all(inpt_name_c %in% names(data))) stop ("given columns not in data") 

  if (is.null(inpt_rename_c)) inpt_rename_c <- inpt_name_c 

  # collect basic polynomial terms and truncated spline terms 

  temp_terms_poly_mat <- data[[inpt_name_c]] %>% 

    outer(seq(1, degree_n), FUN=function(x, y) x^y) %>% 

    set_colnames(map_chr(seq_len(degree_n),  ~ sprintf("%s^%s", inpt_rename_c, .x))) 

  temp_terms_basis_mat <- data[[inpt_name_c]] %>% 

    outer(knots_a, FUN=function(x, y) pmax(0, x-y) ^ degree_n) %>% 

    set_colnames(map_chr(knots_a, ~ sprintf("(%s-%s)_+^%s", inpt_rename_c, .x, degree_n))) 

 

  # 

  return (cbind(temp_terms_poly_mat, temp_terms_basis_mat)) 

} 

 

# fit an OLS regression with spline features 

fit_ols_spline_f <- function( 

  data,  

  pred_name_c, 

  inpt_name_c,  

  knots_a,  

  degree_n=2, 

  inpt_rename_c=NULL 

) { 

  # check inputs briefly 

  if (! all(c(pred_name_c, inpt_name_c) %in% names(data))) { 
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    stop ("given columns not in data") 

  } else if (min(knots_a) < min(data[[inpt_name_c]], na.rm=TRUE) | 

             max(knots_a) > max(data[[inpt_name_c]], na.rm=TRUE)) { 

    stop ("knots outside range of data") 

  } 

  if (is.null(inpt_rename_c)) inpt_rename_c <- input_name_c 

   

  # get spline features 

  temp_terms_mat <- make_spline_features_f(data, inpt_name_c, knots_a, degree_n, inpt_rename_c) 

  # fit an OLS regression with spline features 

  data_pred <- data %>% select_at(pred_name_c) %>% bind_cols(as.data.frame(temp_terms_mat)) 

  spline_fit <- lm(formula(paste0(pred_name_c, " ~ .")), data=data_pred) 

 

  # 

  return (spline_fit) 

} 

 

# fit a median regression with spline features 

fit_median_spline_f <- function( 

  data,  

  pred_name_c,  

  inpt_name_c,  

  knots_a,  

  tau=0.5,  

  degree_n=2,  

  inpt_rename_c=NULL 

) { 

  # check inputs briefly 

  if (! all(c(pred_name_c, inpt_name_c) %in% names(data))) { 

    stop ("given columns not in data") 

  } else if (min(knots_a) < min(data[[inpt_name_c]], na.rm=TRUE) | 

             max(knots_a) > max(data[[inpt_name_c]], na.rm=TRUE)) { 

    stop ("knots outside range of data") 

  } 

  if (length(tau)>1) stop ("multiple tau allowed in base rq function, not this wrapper") 
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  if (is.null(inpt_rename_c)) inpt_rename_c <- input_name_c 

 

  # get spline features 

  temp_terms_mat <- make_spline_features_f(data, inpt_name_c, knots_a, degree_n, inpt_rename_c) 

 

  # fit a median regression with spline features 

  data_pred <- data %>% select_at(pred_name_c) %>% bind_cols(as.data.frame(temp_terms_mat)) 

  spline_fit <- rq(formula(paste0(pred_name_c, " ~ .")), tau=tau, data=data_pred) 

  # 

  return (spline_fit) 

} 

Methodology 

Our final approach takes the following steps: 

1. Transform the median savings balance variable into logs by running $ = ln([] + 1). $ Note that this is the 
natural logarithm (log in R). Adding one to the variable before taking the logs is done to avoid having an 
undefined expression when the feature is zero. 

2. Apply a median regression using log_savings_median on a quadratic spline of age. For the spline knots, we 
use the quartiles of the age distribution: R paste (AGE_KNOTS_A, collapse=", "). 

3. Calculate the residuals from the median regression with quadratic spline terms. Call 
these resid_savings_median. Also calculate the square of these residuals and call 
them resid_squared_savings_median. 

4. Regress resid_squared_savings_median on the square spline of age again. For the spline knots, please re-
use the quartiles of the age distribution: R paste (AGE_KNOTS_A, collapse=", "). Please show us these 
regression results and a graph with the spline fit. 

5. Analysis here will depend on output of previous steps. 
6. In the CBA work, we found step 4 to be unnecessary (i.e. there was no informative relationship between 

age and squared residuals). Hence, we directly quantised the resid_savings_median variables. However, 
other projects should confirm these findings. 

Data quality 

We first suggest including a small data quality check here–row counts, NA counts, etc. We had a small number of 
MFI survey respondent(s) with NA in place of their age; in these cases with substituted their age from the survey (if 
the customer completed the survey) and removed them from the sample (for other customers). 

Median regression spline 

We now include the section using median regression to construct our predictions. 

# step 1: log-transform savings balance (natural logarithm) 

customer_balances_df %<>%  

  mutate(log_transformed_median_savings_a = log(median_saving_balance_a + 1)) 
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# fits a median regression spline using the more familiar terms 

median_savings_median_regression_spline <- fit_median_spline_f( 

  data=customer_balances_df, 

  pred_name_c = "log_transformed_median_savings_a", 

  inpt_name_c = "customer_age_n", 

  knots_a = AGE_KNOTS_A, 

  tau = 0.5, 

  inpt_rename_c="age", 

  degree_n=2 

) 

 
# to double check that the homebrewed spline is working, we also fit the B-spline 

median_savings_median_regression_check <- quantreg::rq( 

  log_transformed_median_savings_a ~  

    splines::bs(customer_age_n, degree=2, knots=AGE_KNOTS_A), 

  tau=0.5, 

  data=customer_balances_df 

) 

 
difference_check <- predict(median_savings_median_regression_spline) -  

  predict(median_savings_median_regression_check) 

if (max(abs(difference_check)) > 0.01) stop ("splines disagree--investigate") 

 
# augment data set 

customer_balances_df %<>% 

  mutate( 

    pred_log_savings = predict( 

      quantreg::rq( 

        log_transformed_median_savings_a ~  

          splines::bs(customer_age_n, degree=2, knots=AGE_KNOTS_A), 

        tau=0.5, 

        data=. 

      ) 

    ), 

    resid_savings_median = log_transformed_median_savings_a - pred_log_savings, 

    resid_squared_savings_median = (resid_savings_median)^2, 

    normed_savings_feature_value = cut( 
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      resid_savings_median,  

      breaks=SAVINGS_RESIDUAL_BREAKS_A 

    ) 

  ) 

We have now fitting both the median savings balance median regression and the squared residual OLS regression. 
We can print the summaries of both of these objects: 

# create quantile regression object 

summary(median_savings_median_regression_spline) 

##  

## Call: rq(formula = formula(paste0(pred_name_c, " ~ .")), tau = tau,  

##     data = data_pred) 

##  

## tau: [1] 0.5 

##  

## Coefficients: 

##                  Value     Std. Error t value   Pr(>|t|)  

## (Intercept)        1.00776   0.32698    3.08207   0.00206 

## `age^1`            0.47903   0.02375   20.17278   0.00000 

## `age^2`           -0.00966   0.00041  -23.33968   0.00000 

## `(age-33.5)_+^2`   0.00989   0.00065   15.13256   0.00000 

## `(age-49)_+^2`     0.00163   0.00058    2.81082   0.00494 

## `(age-64.5)_+^2`  -0.00030   0.00086   -0.34872   0.72730 

In addition, we can check the produced distributions: 

# a pleasant plot of the prediction and the density of savings, both by age 

# violins are like an advanced boxplot; they are a vertical density 

temp_age_break_a <- 5 

customer_balances_df %>% 

  mutate( 

    customer_age_cut_c = cut( 

      customer_age_n,  

      breaks=seq(0, 100, temp_age_break_a) 

    ) 

  ) %>% 

  ggplot(aes(x = customer_age_cut_c, y = log_transformed_median_savings_a)) + 
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  geom_violin(fill="grey90", colour="grey80") + 

  geom_line(aes(x=(customer_age_n-18)/temp_age_break_a + 1, y=pred_log_savings), size=1) + 

  labs( 

    title="quadratic spline of log scaled median savings versus age", 

    x="Age", y="ln (median savings + 1)", 

    caption="Violins measure density of observations per age" 

  ) 

Quadratic Spline of Log Scaled Median Savings versus Age 

 

# ECDF for distribution of residuals 

# hopefully this emulates a roughly normal function (can include a QQ plot if desired) 

customer_balances_df %>% 

  ggplot(aes(x=resid_savings_median)) + 

  stat_ecdf() + 

  scale_y_continuous(labels = scales::percent) + 

  labs( 

    title="Residuals distribution",  

    x="Residual size",  

    y="Cumulative proportion of customers" 

  ) 
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Residuals Distribution 

 

Summary statistics 

Below is a tabulation of some distribution statistics for the medians savings, balances, and the residuals from the 
median regression. These can be used to understand how the later quantisation steps produce a final feature. 

customer_balances_df %>%  

  select(median_saving_balance_a, log_transformed_median_savings_a, resid_savings_median) %>% 

  gather(variable, value, everything(), factor_key=TRUE) %>% 

  group_by(variable) %>% 

  summarise_all( 

    .funs = list( 

      "min" = min, 

      "max" = max, 

      "mean" = mean, 

      "standard deviation" = sd, 

      "quantile 10" = function(.x) quantile(.x, probs=0.10), 

      "quantile 25" = function(.x) quantile(.x, probs=0.25), 

      "median" = median, 

      "quantile 75" = function(.x) quantile(.x, probs=0.75), 

      "quantile 90" = function(.x) quantile(.x, probs=0.90) 

    ) 

  ) %>% 

  knitr::kable() 
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Distribution Statistics 

 

Residual regression 

This section should emulate the above work, but for the residuals. First, we repeat the fitting process (this time using 
an ordinary OLS regression, but on the same spline terms): 

# create another regression on the standard deviations 

sqresiduals_ols_regression_spline <- fit_ols_spline_f( 

  data = customer_balances_df, 

  pred_name_c = "resid_squared_savings_median", 

  inpt_name_c = "customer_age_n", 

  knots_a = AGE_KNOTS_A, 

  inpt_rename_c = "age", 

  degree_n = 2 

) 

# augment data set 

customer_balances_df %<>% 

  mutate( 

    pred_sqresiduals=predict( 

      lm( 

        resid_squared_savings_median ~  

          splines::bs(customer_age_n, degree=2, knots=AGE_KNOTS_A), 

        data=. 

      ) 

    ) 

  ) 

 

# to double check that the homebrewed spline is working, we also fit the B-spline 

sqresiduals_ols_regression_check <- lm( 

  resid_squared_savings_median ~  

    splines::bs(customer_age_n, degree=2, knots=AGE_KNOTS_A), 
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  data=customer_balances_df 

) 

 

difference_check <- predict(sqresiduals_ols_regression_spline) -  

  predict(sqresiduals_ols_regression_check) 

if (max(abs(difference_check)) > 0.01) stop ("splines disagree--investigate") 

We can further inspect the produced regression object for the residual regression: 

print(summary(median_savings_median_regression_spline), signif.stars=FALSE) 

##  

## Call: rq(formula = formula(paste0(pred_name_c, " ~ .")), tau = tau,  

##     data = data_pred) 

##  

## tau: [1] 0.5 

##  

## Coefficients: 

##                  Value     Std. Error t value   Pr(>|t|)  

## (Intercept)        1.00776   0.32698    3.08207   0.00206 

## `age^1`            0.47903   0.02375   20.17278   0.00000 

## `age^2`           -0.00966   0.00041  -23.33968   0.00000 

## `(age-33.5)_+^2`   0.00989   0.00065   15.13256   0.00000 

## `(age-49)_+^2`     0.00163   0.00058    2.81082   0.00494 

## `(age-64.5)_+^2`  -0.00030   0.00086   -0.34872   0.72730 

And plot the predicted residuals as a function of age: 

customer_balances_df %>% 

  mutate( 

    customer_age_cut_c = cut( 

      customer_age_n,  

      breaks=seq(0, 100, temp_age_break_a) 

    ) 

  ) %>% 

  ggplot(aes(x = customer_age_cut_c, y = resid_squared_savings_median)) + 

  geom_violin(fill="grey90", colour="grey80") + 

  geom_line(aes(x=(customer_age_n-18)/temp_age_break_a + 1, y=pred_sqresiduals), size=1) + 

  scale_y_continuous(trans="sqrt") + 
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  labs( 

    title="Predicted squared residuals versus age", 

    subtitle="Violins measure density of observations per age", 

    x="Age",  

    y="Squared residuals" 

  ) 

Predicted Squared Residuals versus Age 

 

Final feature inspection 

Finally, it is of interest to inspect the produced features. The basic distribution is: 

Note: as well as checking the produced features, be sure to check whether the cut-point make sense. 

customer_balances_df %>% 

  count(normed_savings_feature_value) %>% 

  ggplot(aes(x=normed_savings_feature_value, y=n)) + 

  geom_col() + 

  labs( 

    title = "Normed savings balance feature", 

    x = "Normed savings residual", 

    y = "Number of customers" 

  ) 
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Normed Savings Balance Feature 

 

In a final addition, the standard deviation of the residuals is 2.8864377, so the standardised thresholds are -, -
0.8661195, -0.3464478, 0.3464478, 0.8661195. 

Factor Analysis & Item Response Theory Fitting 

2019-05-31 

This document provides an outline of the fitting process for a scale. 

1 Items considered 

We are considering the following items: 

item_source_c item_name_c 

observed payment_problems_score_n 

observed low_balances_score_n 

observed cover_expenses_score_n 

observed median_balance_score_n 

observed net_spend_score_n 
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2 Distributions 

The distribution of each item from the scale: 

Items Distributions 
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3 Correlations 

First, we provide a table of polychoric correlations for the subset items of interest. 

item_x 
payment_prob
lems_score_n 

low_balances_
score_n 

cover_expense
s_score_n 

median_balan
ce_score_n 

net_spen
d_score_
n 

payment_problems_score_n 1.000 0.171 0.222 0.193 0.281 

low_balances_score_n 0.171 1.000 0.231 0.197 0.293 

cover_expenses_score_n 0.222 0.231 1.000 0.256 0.385 

median_balance_score_n 0.193 0.197 0.256 1.000 0.323 

net_spend_score_n 0.281 0.293 0.385 0.323 1.000 

Correlation 
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4 Factor Analysis 

A reminder that in this document, we use the varimax rotation. 

4.1 General statistics 

4.1.1 Scree plot 

Basic scree plot: 

Parallel Analysis Scree Plots 

 

## Parallel analysis suggests that the number of factors =  2  and the number of components =  NA 
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4.1.2 VSS 

Basic very simple structure: 

Very Simple Structure 

 

##  

## Very Simple Structure 

## Call: vss(x = cor_mat_full$correlations, n.obs = nrow(customer_features_df)) 

## VSS complexity 1 achieves a maximimum of 0.57  with  1  factors 

## VSS complexity 2 achieves a maximimum of 0.57  with  2  factors 

##  

## The Velicer MAP achieves a minimum of NA  with  1  factors  

## BIC achieves a minimum of  NA  with  1  factors 

## Sample Size adjusted BIC achieves a minimum of  NA  with  1  factors 

##  

## Statistics by number of factors  

##   vss1 vss2   map dof    chisq prob sqresid  fit    RMSEA BIC SABIC 

## 1 0.57 0.00 0.063   5 5.004733 0.42     2.7 0.57 0.000099 -53 -36.7 

## 2 0.29 0.57 0.214   1 0.016281 0.90     2.7 0.57 0.000000 -11  -8.3 

## 3 0.22 0.46 0.514  -2 0.000006   NA     2.7 0.58       NA  NA    NA 

## 4 0.23 0.46 1.000  -4 0.000000   NA     2.7 0.58       NA  NA    NA 

## 5 0.23 0.46    NA  -5 0.000000   NA     2.7 0.58       NA  NA    NA 
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##   complex         eChisq        SRMR  eCRMS eBIC 

## 1     1.0 5.303693543174 0.001628449 0.0023  -52 

## 2     1.9 0.017782676779 0.000094294 0.0003  -11 

## 3     2.8 0.000006157235 0.000001755     NA   NA 

## 4     2.8 0.000000000002 0.000000001     NA   NA 

## 5     2.8 0.000000000002 0.000000001     NA   NA 

Next, we print the output from a series of factor analyses, with one, two or three factors. 

4.2 One factor 

Summary: 

##  

## Factor analysis with Call: fa(r = cor_mat_full$correlations, nfactors = 1, n.obs = nrow(customer_features_df),  

##     rotate = params$fa_rotation) 

##  

## Test of the hypothesis that 1 factor is sufficient. 

## The degrees of freedom for the model is 5  and the objective function was  0  

## The number of observations was  100000  with Chi Square =  5  with prob <  0.42  

##  

## The root mean square of the residuals (RMSA) is  0  

## The df corrected root mean square of the residuals is  0  

##  

## Tucker Lewis Index of factoring reliability =  1 

## RMSEA index =  0  and the 10 % confidence intervals are  0 0.004 

## BIC =  -52.56 

Loadings: 

## Factor Analysis using method =  minres 

## Call: fa(r = cor_mat_full$correlations, nfactors = 1, n.obs = nrow(customer_features_df),  

##     rotate = params$fa_rotation) 

## Standardized loadings (pattern matrix) based upon correlation matrix 

##                           MR1   h2   u2 com 

## payment_problems_score_n 0.41 0.16 0.84   1 

## low_balances_score_n     0.42 0.18 0.82   1 

## cover_expenses_score_n   0.55 0.30 0.70   1 

## median_balance_score_n   0.47 0.22 0.78   1 
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## net_spend_score_n        0.70 0.48 0.52   1 

##  

##                 MR1 

## SS loadings    1.35 

## Proportion Var 0.27 

##  

## Mean item complexity =  1 

## Test of the hypothesis that 1 factor is sufficient. 

##  

## The degrees of freedom for the null model are  10  and the objective function was  0.52 with Chi Square of  5237
1.93 

## The degrees of freedom for the model are 5  and the objective function was  0  

##  

## The root mean square of the residuals (RMSR) is  0  

## The df corrected root mean square of the residuals is  0  

##  

## The harmonic number of observations is  100000 with the empirical chi square  5.3  with prob <  0.38  

## The total number of observations was  100000  with Likelihood Chi Square =  5  with prob <  0.42  

##  

## Tucker Lewis Index of factoring reliability =  1 

## RMSEA index =  0  and the 90 % confidence intervals are  0 0.004 

## BIC =  -52.56 

## Fit based upon off diagonal values = 1 

## Measures of factor score adequacy              

##                                                    MR1 

## Correlation of (regression) scores with factors   0.82 

## Multiple R square of scores with factors          0.67 

## Minimum correlation of possible factor scores     0.35 
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Factor Loadings 

 
Explained Portions 
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4.3 Two factor 

Summary: 

##  

## Factor analysis with Call: fa(r = cor_mat_full$correlations, nfactors = 2, n.obs = nrow(customer_features_df),  

##     rotate = params$fa_rotation) 

##  

## Test of the hypothesis that 2 factors are sufficient. 

## The degrees of freedom for the model is 1  and the objective function was  0  

## The number of observations was  100000  with Chi Square =  0.02  with prob <  0.9  

##  

## The root mean square of the residuals (RMSA) is  0  

## The df corrected root mean square of the residuals is  0  

##  

## Tucker Lewis Index of factoring reliability =  1 

## RMSEA index =  0  and the 10 % confidence intervals are  0 0.004 

## BIC =  -11.5 

Loadings: 

## Factor Analysis using method =  minres 

## Call: fa(r = cor_mat_full$correlations, nfactors = 2, n.obs = nrow(customer_features_df),  

##     rotate = params$fa_rotation) 

## Standardized loadings (pattern matrix) based upon correlation matrix 

##                           MR1  MR2   h2   u2 com 

## payment_problems_score_n 0.26 0.32 0.17 0.83 1.9 

## low_balances_score_n     0.29 0.30 0.18 0.82 2.0 

## cover_expenses_score_n   0.41 0.37 0.30 0.70 2.0 

## median_balance_score_n   0.29 0.37 0.22 0.78 1.9 

## net_spend_score_n        0.54 0.45 0.49 0.51 1.9 

##  

##                        MR1  MR2 

## SS loadings           0.69 0.67 

## Proportion Var        0.14 0.13 

## Cumulative Var        0.14 0.27 

## Proportion Explained  0.51 0.49 

## Cumulative Proportion 0.51 1.00 
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##  

## Mean item complexity =  1.9 

## Test of the hypothesis that 2 factors are sufficient. 

##  

## The degrees of freedom for the null model are  10  and the objective function was  0.52 with Chi Square of  5237
1.93 

## The degrees of freedom for the model are 1  and the objective function was  0  

##  

## The root mean square of the residuals (RMSR) is  0  

## The df corrected root mean square of the residuals is  0  

##  

## The harmonic number of observations is  100000 with the empirical chi square  0.02  with prob <  0.89  

## The total number of observations was  100000  with Likelihood Chi Square =  0.02  with prob <  0.9  

##  

## Tucker Lewis Index of factoring reliability =  1 

## RMSEA index =  0  and the 90 % confidence intervals are  0 0.004 

## BIC =  -11.5 

## Fit based upon off diagonal values = 1 

## Measures of factor score adequacy              

##                                                     MR1   MR2 

## Correlation of (regression) scores with factors    0.60  0.57 

## Multiple R square of scores with factors           0.36  0.33 

## Minimum correlation of possible factor scores     -0.28 -0.34 
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Factor Loadings 

 
Explained Variance 
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5 IRT on 5-level items 

Note that the following IRT is produced programmatically and has not necessarily been scrutinised. 

5.1 Initial tests 

Now, to test the IRT, we first check some descriptive statistics. 

##  

## Descriptive statistics for the 'customer_features_df %>% select_at(ITEM_OBSERVED_NAME_S)' data-set 

##  

## Sample: 

##  5 items and 100000 sample units; 0 missing values 

##  

## Proportions for each level of response: 

##                               0      1      2      3      4 

## payment_problems_score_n 0.3273 0.1520 0.0817 0.0747 0.3644 

## low_balances_score_n     0.3602 0.0994 0.0780 0.0992 0.3632 

## cover_expenses_score_n   0.3392 0.1276 0.0983 0.0732 0.3617 

## median_balance_score_n   0.2596 0.1394 0.1814 0.1766 0.2430 

## net_spend_score_n        0.3660 0.0719 0.1019 0.1180 0.3422 

##  

##  

## Frequencies of total scores: 

##         5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12   13   14   15   16   17   18 

## Freq 5204 5344 5567 6146 5991 5990 6058 6330 5506 5359 5126 5349 3689 3202 

##        19   20 21 22 23 24 25 

## Freq 2952 3453  0  0  0  0  0 

##  

##  

## Cronbach's alpha: 

##                                     value 

## All Items                          0.6311 

## Excluding payment_problems_score_n 0.6095 

## Excluding low_balances_score_n     0.6052 

## Excluding cover_expenses_score_n   0.5611 

## Excluding median_balance_score_n   0.5889 

## Excluding net_spend_score_n        0.5159 
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##  

##  

## Pairwise Associations: 

##    Item i Item j p.value 

## 1       1      2  <2e-16 

## 2       1      3  <2e-16 

## 3       1      4  <2e-16 

## 4       1      5  <2e-16 

## 5       2      3  <2e-16 

## 6       2      4  <2e-16 

## 7       2      5  <2e-16 

## 8       3      4  <2e-16 

## 9       3      5  <2e-16 

## 10      4      5  <2e-16 

Cronbach’s αα as computed by the psych package: 

##        observed 

## alpha 0.6310574 

##    vars      n mean   sd median trimmed  mad min max range skew kurtosis 

## X1    1 100000    2 1.08      2       2 1.19   0   4     4    0    -0.94 

##    se 

## X1  0 

## Call: scoreItems(keys = list(observed = ITEM_OBSERVED_NAME_S), items = customer_features_df %>%  

##     select_at(ITEM_OBSERVED_NAME_S), min = 1, max = 6) 

##  

## Scale intercorrelations corrected for attenuation  

##  raw correlations below the diagonal, (unstandardized) alpha on the diagonal  

##  corrected correlations above the diagonal: 

##          observed 

## observed     0.63 

Cronbach’s αα from the ltm package (with a confidence interval): 

## [1] 0.6310574 

##      2.5%     97.5%  

## 0.6273967 0.6344485 
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5.2 Model fitting 

We first fit the graded response model. In this document, we set the constrained option to be FALSE. 

We find that: 

• Log likelihood is -725654.9466142 
• AIC = 1451359.8932284 
• BIC = 1451597.716365 

Parameters 

 

5.2.1 Distribution of scores 

The distribution of the Bayes’ scores. 

Density of Bayesian Posterior Scores 
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Distribution of Additive Scores 

 
Comparison of Additive and Complex Scores 

 

Spearman correlations for raw posterior vs. additive score: 0.9043884. 
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5.2.2 Characteristic curves 

We can check the item characteristic curves for every item. Note that we have truncated the responses, since these 
can be long and obscure relevant information. 

Item Characteristic Curves 
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5.2.3 Information curves 

More curves: 

Item Information Curves 

 

Test Information 
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6 Tables 

The distribution of item responses is below. We recall that this document implements a totally independent feature 
quantisation step,  so changes in the deep dive documents may not be reflected here (and vice versa). 
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FAQ 

• Which customers are valid? We include customers between the ages of 18 to 80, which were MFI over the 
previous year. 

• Why the complicated cash flows measurement involving receipts? We need to exclude transfers between 
accounts owned by the same customer. However, this picture gets considerably more complex when we 
consider joint accounts. Suppose that a customer has a solely owned savings account and a transaction 
account jointly owned with their significant other. If they transfer $100 from their savings to their 
transaction account, this is a zero-flow transaction for the customer (they own both the credit and debit 
accounts). However, it is a $100 inflow for the significant other, since they do not own the transaction 
account. This gets more complex again when we consider groups of transactions with many credit and many 
debit legs. To handle this complexity, we use the receipt_id, which groups together these transaction legs. 

• How are the age-depending savings thresholds calculated? We use a quadratic spline with knots at the 
inter-quartile age ranges and fit a median regression to the log-transformed median savings balance. We 
then use the residuals to measure whether a customer has a larger or smaller savings balance than a typical 
individual their age. This gives us a smooth, low-parameter approach to norming savings by age.  See section 
below for more detail. 

• What do the different types of customer balances measure? Cash balances are balances which can be 
withdrawn as cash on demand, without significant friction. This is why we exclude term deposits, for 
example. Savings balances includes all cash balances, along with savings in a less liquid medium (such as 
term deposits), but not assets (such as housing or a share portfolio). Available credit measures the remaining 
credit on products such as credit cards, overdraft facilities or loan redraws. It is always combined with 
savings balances when applying it for use within a feature. 

Questions 

Feel free to send queries to melb-inst@unimelb.edu.au 
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